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curious interest in anti-israel and anti-British Books... To
Patrick J. Buchanan, the gulf war offered the sublime       
opportunity to reenact the great debate of 1940-41. In the  
role                                                        
of Britain-slyly manipulating U.S politics to maneuver      
American                                                    
boys into fighting its wars-was Israel. Buchanan himself    
would                                                       
revive the role of Charles Linbergh. Lindbergh another star 
of                                                          
the America First movement had predicted that the United    
States                                                      
could not win a war with Nazi Germany; Buchanan had similar 
defeatism as an argument against war wit Iraq. Lindbergh    
notorious September 1941 warning that the three most        
important                                                   
groups who have been pressing this country toward war are   
the                                                         
British, the Jewish and the Roosevelt administration.       
Buchanans                                                   
uncannily parallel remark that the only ones beating the    
drums                                                       
of war were the Israeli Defense ministry and its aymen      
corner in                                                   
this country....   Americans should be concerned about      
Patrick                                                     
J. Buchanan. The stinch of the America First Committee      
cannot be                                                   
repeated again in the 90's. The comparison are to close.    
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 What clinched his decision to enter the 1992  race was not 
George bush's 1990 agreement to raise the top rate of       
income tax                                                  



in exchange for some restrictions on federal expenditures,  
much                                                        
as Buchanan disliked the budget deal. The clincher, Buchanan
told his confidants, was the presidents signing of the 1991 
civil rights act. With Euro-American and Third World        
American                                                    
interests starkly pitted against each other, the president  
had                                                         
preferred Third World America. Buchanan decided that the    
time                                                        
was read for mutiny.  Thank god for Arizona Buchanan replied
when they refused to adapt a holiday for Martin Luther      
King..                                                      
                                                            
America first!!! What old quarrels that slogan dredges up,  
for                                                         
the country but especially for the American Right. The epic 
of                                                          
American conservatism since 1945 had been the story of      
William                                                     
Buckley and his National Review purging the Right of the    
naivety, xenophobia, and general stupidity of America       
First. And                                                  
now here w w America First again, reinjected into American  
politics by a man who understood every nuance of the        
phrase. But                                                 
when war broke out in the Persian Gulf in the summer of     
1990,                                                       
nationalism suddenly took on new and substantial meaning.   
After                                                       
a brief flurry of indecision, President Bush dispatched     
troops                                                      
to Saudi Arabia and mobilized for the war that would eject  
Iraq                                                        
eight months later. But here was buchanan opposing the war  
on                                                          
the grounds that America had zero interest in the Persian   
gulf..                                                      
As Buchanan said at the time, the only ones beating the     
drums of                                                    
war , are the Israeli defense ministry and its aymen corner 
in                                                          
this country. Buchanan saw it as an Israeli war, when the   
war                                                         
was fought over oil and to maintain the developed worlds    
monopoly on nuclear weapons. Buchanan stood with the        
American                                                    
first movement of the late 30's and early 40's ..  In the   
summer                                                      
of 1940 as German troops occupied Paris, Robert Taft one of 
the                                                         



stars of the American First movement , warned that it would 
be                                                          
just as dangerous to overestimate as to underestimate the   
gavity                                                      
of the situation. In March 1941 Taft was still insisting    
that                                                        
war is even worse than a German victory. As German tanks    
rushed                                                      
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The sense they saw in getting out of Hong Kong was the sense
of the Cold War.  When Thatcher began negotiating the sell- 
out Brezhnev was still chief dictator and the West NEEDED   
China as a counter-weight against the Soviets.  But when the
geo-political situation changed the West didn't adjust its  
policies to contain Chinese power and belligerence. This    
will be considered by future Chinese historians as the      
West's fatal mistake.  The capitalists the Chinese Communist
Party claims to detest have indeed sold them the rope with  
which they'll hang us!                                      
                                                            
The only rule the British understand is the rule of greed.  
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The Chinese Army is now largely financed by our $40,000,000,
000 annual trade deficit.  Every time you buy some "made-in-
China" crap from a Wal-mart you're paying for a bullet that 
will someday kill an American soldier.  A few months ago a  
high Chines official threatened nuclear destruction of Los  
Angeles if we interfered in the Taiwan crisis and Dole and  
Clinton responded with their Wall Street drivel about how   
free trade is good for the American economy!                
                                                            



Guerilla movements have often been highly successful in     
bringing tyrants to their knees, beginning, interestingly,  
on April 19, 1775, and continuing, hopefully, forever.      
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Britain spent much of the past century ruining China and    
most of the last three doing the same to Ireland.  As long  
as THEY are the big kid on the block they act the typical   
bully and get away with it.                                 
                                                            
The sad thing is we Americans saw the truth 200+ years ago  
but instead of hounding the fox til he's exhausted, we      
joined him in his lair.  America and Britain stood together 
and defeated the Nazis.  We stood together and defeated the 
Soviet.  Then we rolled over and played dead for the crafty 
communists in Beijing.  When we Americans allow the abuse of
Northern Ireland to go unopposed we abdicate the political  
morality won so dearly in 1776, and descend to THEIR level. 
Which, of course, is exactly what the Brits want.           
                                                            
What Britain can no longer get militarily, they achieve with
this "special relationship." Doing the right thing is an    
alien concept to the British ruling class; selling out a    
People, unfortunately, is not.                              
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Gerry and Andrew and James:                                 
                                                            
Perhaps you can explain to us why the Brits are so unwilling
to leave a united Ireland.                                  
                                                            
After all, next year they will abandon the six million      
freedom loving capitalists of Hong Kong to the brutal       



communist dictators of Beijing.  These Peoeoe are British   
"subjects" just like the People of Northern Ireland are.    
                                                            
Does the British ruling class really believe these Irish    
folks will be treated worse by the Republic of Ireland than 
the Hong Kongers will be by the butchers of Tiananmen?      
                                                            
Has the Brutish ruling class, after inflicting untold misery
on the world's People for nearly a millenium, found a soul- 
mate in the PRC?  If so, we should thank our lucky stars    
they didn't forge an alliance of convienence with that other
group of genocidal maniacs back in '38.                     
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